ALUMINUM MULTI SLIDE - 2 PANEL - PX XP

POCKET | PLAN

System Letter: Order #: A D
Location: B E
Date: C

POCKET  |  PLAN

SILL DEPTH
3 1/2" [89]

NET FRAME WIDTH
OVERALL SYSTEM FRAME LENGTH
SYSTEM ROUGH LENGTH
ROUGH OPENING WIDTH
1/2" [13]
SHIM TYP.
POCKET WIDTH
ROUGH POCKET WIDTH
EXTERIOR
ALLOW 1/2" [13] FOR SHIM
6" [152]
DLO
2 3/4" [70]
INTERIOR
SLIDE DIRECTION
INTERIOR
SLIDE DIRECTION
D - PANEL WIDTH
POCKET WIDTH
1/2" [13] SHIM TYP.
PANEL WIDTH
1/2" [13] SHIM TYP.
BLACK OUT BOARD
RECOMMENDED
PANEL WIDTH
1/4" [6]
SHIM SPACE
15/16" [24]
3/4" [18]
BLACK OUT
BOARD
RECOMMENDED
6" [152]
PANEL WIDTH
1/2" [13] SHIM TYP.
POCKET WIDTH
ROUGH POCKET WIDTH
OVERALL SYSTEM FRAME LENGTH
SYSTEM ROUGH LENGTH
ROUGH POCKET WIDTH
POCKET WIDTH
ALLOW 1/2" [13] FOR SHIM
1 1/8" [29]
1" [25]
1/4" [6] SHIM SPACE
FINISHED POCKET DEPTH
3 1/2" [89]
RECOMMENDED
POCKET BOARD
BLACK OUT
POCKET BOARD
4 5/16" [110]
1 1/8" [29]
4 5/16" [110]